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Innospec, a global specialty chemistry company, has manufacturing plants, research centers and additional
facilities in 23 countries. Its customers use the chemicals, additives and formulations that Innospec provides
to innovate in a wide range of industries including agrochemicals, construction, fuel, home care, metal
extraction, oilfield, personal care, and polymers and waxes.
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In addition to troubleshooting, Odyssey’s chemical sampling clients have access to call services, internet
ordering, email confirmations and website shipment tracking and reporting. Odyssey also uses data matrix bar
code control designed for efficient sample order processing, labeling, material handling, inventory
management and client reporting. It also offers special services for biocide, FDA and GMP clean room filling
and temperature- and light-sensitive product handling. Ninety five percent of all sample orders ship within 24
hours and 100% ship within 48 hours of sample request receipt.
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Even before the COVID-19 pandemic upended the global
supply chain, Brexit was underway in the United Kingdom
and further complicated shipping samples to the European

customs requirements.

Union. New, onerous paperwork requirements added
layers of red tape for manufacturing samples in the UK and
shipping them to EU countries. Innospec was glad to have
a partner like Odyssey in Europe to coordinate orders and

Recently, Innospec turned to Odyssey to speed up additional
sample deliveries to its customers and prospects. Innospec set up
its formulations as raw materials in the Odyssey online portal for
quick order processing. Now, samples no longer take two to three
weeks to arrive at customers’ sites—they leave Odyssey’s facility in
two to three days
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BREXIT BRINGS GREATER COMPLEXITY

THETAKING PARTNERSHIP TO A NEW LEVEL
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“Odyssey’s portal is so easy use navigate. Even onboarding new users takes just two three
minutes. It’s breeze.”

Hannah White,
Product Specialist
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“Brexit created challenges even before
global pandemic. It priceless having
Odyssey in corner for both. had
the global expertise capabilities
help us navigate all the change
uncertainty.”
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